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The Most Popular Fantasy Novels
of the Past Three Years
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 klara and the sun - Kazuo ishiguro

sea of tranquility - emily st. john mandel

our missing hearts - celeste ng

The school for good mothers - jessamine chan

 To sleep in a sea of stars (fractalverse #1) - christopher paolini

the measure - nikki erlick

how high we go in the dark - sequoia nagamatsu

the candy house (goon squad #2) - jennifer egan

upgrade - blake crouch

a psalm for the wild-built (monk and robot #1) - becky chambers

the space between worlds (the space between worlds #1) - micaiah johnson

harrow the ninth (the locked tomb #2) - tamsyn muir

the echo wife - sarah gailey

network effect (the murderbot diaries #5) - martha wells

in the lives of puppets - t. j. klune

the kaiju preservation society - john scalzi

light from uncommon stars - ryka aoki

the ministry for the future - kim stanley robinson



a beautifully foolish endeavor (the carls #2) - hank green
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leviathan falls (the expanse #9) - james s.a. corey

the ferryman - justin cronin

winter's orbit (winter's orbit #1) - everina maxwell

axiom's End (noumena #1) - lindsay ellis

a children's bible - lydia millet

the end of men - christina sweeney-baird

dead silence - s.a. barnes

the light pirate - lily brooks-dalton

the new wilderness - diane cook

followers - megan angelo

shards of earth (the final architecture #1) - adrian tchaikovsky

remote control (who fears death) - nnedi okorafor

the first sister (the first sister trilogy #1) - linden a. lewis

the galaxy, and the ground within (wayfarers #4) - becky chambers

a desolation called peace (teixcalaan #2) - arkady martine

light of the jedi (star wars: the high republic) - charles soule

chain-gang all-stars - nana kwame adjei-brenyah

tell me an ending - jo harkin



constance (constance #1) - matthew fitzsimmons
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termination shock - neal stephenson

poster girl - veronica roth

the paradox hotel - rob hart

the last emperox (the interdependency #3) - john scalzi

leech - hiron ennes

riot baby - tochi onyebuchi

the hidden girl and other stories (maddie) - ken liu

the book of koli (rampart trilogy #1) - m.r. carey

agency (jackpot #2) - william gibson

the apollo murders (apollo murders #1) - chris hadfield

the blood trials (the blood gift duology #1) - n.e. davenport

rabbits (rabbits #1) - terry miles

the vanished birds - simon jimenez

the deep sky - yume kitasei

lost in time - a.g. riddle

hunt the stars (starlight's shadow #1) - jessie mihalik

the mountain in the sea - ray nayler

girl one - sara flannery murphy



the last watch (the divide #1) - j.s. dewes
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some desperate glory - emily tesh

mickey7 (mickey7 #1) - edward ashton

the mask falling (the bone season #4) - samantha shannon

heaven's river (bobiverse #4) - dennis e. taylor

several people are typing - calvin kasulke

elder race - adrian tchaikovsky

the deluge - stephen markley

station eternity (the midsolar murders #1) - mur lafferty

chaos rising (star wars: thrawn ascendancy #1) - timothy zahn

i keep my exoskeletons to myself - marisa crane

the marriage act - john marrs

ascension - nicholas binge

meru (the alloy era #1) - s.b. divya

the endless vessel - charles soule
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